OCSAC Summer Camps and Classes by Week 2022
Full Day Camp: Combine 2 camps, AM & PM, campers bring a sack lunch and stay for supervised lunch
period. We offer early drop off and late pick up. Parents may drop their children off at 8:30am and pick
them up at 5:15pm for an additional $25 for the week and includes supervised activity time.
Please combine camps according to age group within the same week. Suggested combinations are
listed. For different combinations, please call the office at 241-6018. Deposit is due at sign-up (nonrefundable), remaining balance is due by the 1st day of camp. All camps take place at the OCS Arts
Center unless indicated. REGISTER EARLY TO AVOID CAMP CANCELLATIONS!

June 6-July 29 (8 weeks)
Private Instrumental & Voice Lessons
We welcome children and adults with no musical experience through advanced abilities to take private
lessons in violin, viola, cello, piano, voice, flute, clarinet, guitar, electric guitar, bass, mandolin, ukulele,
or drums. The tuition fee is based on an 8-week session and payment is due by the first lesson.
Instructors: Arts Center Staff
All ages, 8 weeks by appt., $240 30 min, $352 45 min, $464 60 min
Suzuki Program Violin, Viola, and Cello
This program includes weekly private lessons and bi-weekly group classes. At the end of the session,
there will be a Suzuki Concert where the students will play select repertoire from the Suzuki books and
other styles of music including fiddle, celtic, jazz, and pop. All Oldham County School Art Center Suzuki
Teachers are registered and trained in the Suzuki Method and other forms of string pedagogy.
The Suzuki Program, based on the teaching philosophy of Schinichi Suzuki (1898 – 1998), is a method of
teaching instruments that focuses on students beginning at an early age, listening to music before note
reading, constant repetition and memorization of music, and learning and performing with other
students. It is also referred to as “The Mother Tongue” method because it has a firm belief that Mom
and Dad are the teachers at home. The Suzuki Teacher, the Parents, and the Student all have distinct
roles and relationships in “the Parent-Teacher-Student Triangle:”
The parent-student relationship is primarily about interaction at home. The parent reinforces what the
teacher has taught at the lesson and is responsible for creating a positive learning environment for the
student at home.
The teacher-student relationship involves the teacher presenting content to the student in a nurturing
environment and being conscious of each student’s distinctive learning approach needs.
The parent-teacher relationship allows the student to work well at home and in the studio. Both
leadership roles agree about lesson-related issues and give a united front and clear guidance to the
student.
Suzuki Instructors:
Mircea Ionescu: violin, viola, cello
Sam Meade: violin and viola
Layne Green: violin and viola

Ages 3 – Grade 12, 8 weeks, Lesson and Group Times by Appointment
30 min. $280, 45 min. $380, 60 min. $480
All County Orchestra
Continue your string orchestra studies through the summer with weekly rehearsals! Culminating in a
performance at the end of the summer.
Director: Elise Gambrell
Grades 6-12, Mondays, 4:30-6pm, $135
Scholarship for in district

June 13-August 5 (8 weeks)
Dance Classes
Ages 3-Adult

WEEKLY CAMPS
Week 1, June 6-10
Encanto – Show in a week
Students will tell the story of Encanto and the Family Madrigal through songs and dances from the
Disney movie. There will be a performance at the end of the week.
Instructors: Rachel Strader & Olivia Woltthoff
Grades 3-5, 9am-4pm, $245
Singing through Summer
"Singing through Summer" camp is back! In this camp, you will learn music theory, sight reading, and
great vocal technique with fun and engaging repertoire, and many opportunities for solo and small
group singing. The week will culminate in a performance.
Director: Lindsay Kennedy
Grades K-5, 9:30am-12pm, $145
Pair with Puppet Palooza, combined cost $290
Pair with Beginning Ukulele, combined cost $310
Super Hero/Princess Art Camp
Boys and girls will make super royal art of all kinds from crowns and scepters to capes and utility belts.
We will also make fun art that revolves around super hero and royalty themes. Students will stretch
their imaginations as they play, invent, and create art, toys, and costumes that inspire them to be
superheroes and royalty.
Instructors: Chandra Emerson
Ages 4-7, 10am-12pm, $125
Pair with Puppet Palooza, combined cost $270
Puppet Palooza
Campers will create puppets of their favorite characters from movies, books or video games. Students
will also design and paint backdrops, write scripts, and perform short shows for each other and parents.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson

Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with Singing Through Summer, combined cost $290
Pair with Super Hero, combined cost $270
Beginning Ukulele Camp
Campers will build and paint a ukulele from a kit and learn simple chords and songs.
Instructor: Stephanie Vander Zouwen
Grades 3-5, 1-3pm, $165
Pair with Singing Through Summer, combined cost $310
Show in a Week: Whodunnit Mystery Theatre Camp 1
Everyone loves solving a good ol’ whodunnit! This camp takes what normally is accomplished over two
months and condenses it into one action packed week! We will use class time to cast, block and
rehearse the show, which will be performed at the end of the week. You don’t want to miss your chance
to be a crime solver...or a villain!
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 8-12, 1pm- 6pm, $245

Week 2, June 13-17
So You Wanna Be An Actor! 1
Students will have the opportunity to learn the basics of acting while putting their new skills to use!
Spend time creating scenes, perfecting stage presence and other crucial acting skills.
Instructors: Elizabeth Bolls/Hannah Slayton
Grades 2-5, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Super Sculptures, combined cost $290
Pair with Creative Cartoon, combined cost $290
Pair with Skits & Scenes, combined cost $290
Illustration Camp
An introduction to traditional illustration media, this class will cover basic tips and tricks to make your
drawings come to life. Students will learn basic figure gesturing methods, proportion, and character
design to create their own illustrations
Instructor: Shae Goodlett
Grades 6-12, 10am-12pm, $155
Pair with Acca Awesome, combined cost $300
Pair with Skits & Scenes, combined cost $300
Art Mania
Young artists will develop their artistic skills while having fun trying many different media, tools and
techniques including painting, collage, charcoal, pastels and sculpting materials. Through tearing,
cutting, pasting, painting, drawing and sculpting campers will learn to explore and trust their creative
instincts.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 1-5, 10am-12pm, $145
Pair with Super Sculptures, combined cost $290

Pair with Creative Cartoon, combined cost $290
Pair with Skits & Scenes, combined cost $290
Super Sculptures
For those who love to build and construct, this camp is for you! We will create all kinds of sculptures
with a variety of materials: plasticine and air-dry clays, papier-mâché, cardboard, found objects and
more. 3D design is a really fun medium with lots of potential for student choice. Not only do students
build, they also paint, collage, draw, and most importantly IMAGINE.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with So You Wanna be an Actor, combined cost $290
Pair with Art Mania, combined cost $290
Creative Cartoon Art Camp
Have you ever wanted to create your own cartoon character or design a comic? Let your pencil be your
guide as you learn specialized cartoon drawing techniques. Discover the unique storytelling language of
cartooning. Bring your own super hero, villain, or dynamic duo to life in a comic strip!
Instructor: Shae Goodlett
Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with So You Wanna be an Actor, combined cost $290
Pair with Art Mania, combined cost $290
Acca Awesome!
For those who love pitch perfect! Students will learn a selection of group acapella pop numbers to
perform at the end of the week.
Instructor: Rachel Strader, Grades 6-9, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with Illustration, combined cost $300
KIDS Skits and Scenes
This week will be focused on rehearsing several short-scripted scenes, ranging from comedy to drama.
Students will learn the importance of facial expression, timing, and vocal inflection, which will ultimately
improve their acting skills.
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 3-6, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with So You Wanna be an Actor, combined cost $290
Pair with Illustration, combined cost $300
Weeks 2-7, June 16 – July 28
No Fear Shakespeare
If you can act Shakespeare, then you can act anything! This camp will delve into the core of classical
acting techniques by rehearsing scenes and monologues pre-selected from Shakespeare’s plays.
Students will learn to demystify Shakespeare’s words and develop specific acting skills, resulting in bold,
confident, and clear acting. Classical acting remains foundational to all modern acting techniques and
college training programs, so get a head start in this conservatory-styled camp and become a bolder,
more resourceful, and skilled performer.
Camps Dates: (6 weeks) June 16, 23, 30, July 14, 20, 28 (no class July 7th)

Instructor: Natalie Fields
Grades 9-12, Thursdays, 6-8pm, $145

Week 3, June 20-24
Around the World: Disney Musical Review
Musical Theatre Revue is designed for students who wish to develop their musical performance and
presentation skills for grades 2-4. In this session, students will go on a trip around the world through our
favorite Disney songs. Students will be singing and dancing as they learn about the world of musical
theatre! The class culminates in a musical revue for family and friends on Friday.
Instructors: Rachel Strader & Linda Rollins
Grades 2-4, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Animal Art, combined cost $290
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 1, combined cost $290
Stop Motion Animation
Create a riveting story complete with a cast of characters and a stunning background! We will spend the
week developing a story, making characters, sets and of course, shooting the film. Work with a friend or
solo. Note: it will be easier if students have access to a mobile phone with the Stop Motion app
downloaded (free). If a student does not have access to a mobile phone, an OCS device will be provided
to use.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 4-7, 10am-12pm, $145
Pair with Teen Pottery, combined cost $305
Pair with Animal Art, combined cost $290
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 1, combined cost 290
DANCE Disney Prince and Princess Camp 1
Children will learn dance styles like Ballet, Jazz, Creative Dance, and Tumbling all while dancing to their
favorite Disney music! On their fantasy adventure we will celebrate their favorite characters, have a
sing-a-long dance party, play games, and create crafts Ballet and tap shoes are needed. Prince and
Princess attire is welcome! No experience necessary.
Instructor: Kara Howe
Ages 4-10, 9am-12pm, $150
Pair with Animal Art, combined cost $295
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 1, combined cost $295
Jr. Potters 1
Cups and mugs, bowls and plates, pottery is loads of fun to create! Campers will grow in their
knowledge and skills with clay. Time will be given to hand building and the potter’s wheel. Campers will
create unique works of art that are functional and food safe. New and returning campers are welcome.
All work will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days after camp is completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades K-5, 10am-12pm, $160

Pair with Animal Art, combined cost $305
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 1, combined cost $305
Teen Pottery
Students will grow in their knowledge and skills with clay. Time will be given to hand building and the
potter’s wheel. Students will create unique works of art that are functional and food safe. New and
returning campers are welcome. All work will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days
after camp is completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades 6-12, 1-3pm, $160
Pair with Stop Motion, combined cost $305
Animal Art Camp
Bring your favorite stuffed animal to camp with you each day as we make all kinds of art focused on the
theme of animals. Campers will paint, draw, make jewelry, masks, and other fun projects all centered
around their favorite animals.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with Around the World, combined cost $290
Pair with Stop Motion, combined cost $290
Pair with Disney Prince & Princess Camp 1, combined cost $295
Pair with Jr. Potters, combined cost $305
Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 1
This camp will offer your child the chance to play their favorite character in a fairy tale play that
promises lots of laughs and maybe a lesson or two. They will learn the basics of theatre performance
while rehearsing a show to perform for family and friends on the last day of camp. When you enroll your
child, please let us know what fairy tale character they would like to play (ie. a villain or hero like
Maleficent or Cinderella; Jafar or Aladdin) The instructor will write a script incorporating all the
characters in a fairy tale mashup.
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 3-6, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with Around the World, combined cost $290
Pair with Stop Motion, combined cost $290
Pair with Disney Prince & Princess Camp 1, combined cost $295
Pair with Jr. Potters, combined cost $305

Week 4, June 27-July 1
Musical Theatre Workshop 1
This beginning level musical theatre class focuses on teaching the three basics for the musical theatre
actor - singing, dancing and acting. Students will have the opportunity to learn musical theatre pieces
with choreography and scene work from some of the great musicals.
Instructors: Hannah Slayton, Ellie MacWilliams
Grades 3-5, 9am-12pm, $145

Pair with Art Around the World, combined cost $290
Pair with Animal Clay Camp, combined cost $305
Art Extraordinaire
On this guided art adventure, campers are introduced to a wide range of art materials. They are
encouraged to discover and create using various media including painting, pastels, sculpture, and
printmaking, with plenty of artwork to take home at the end of camp. Don’t miss this week of
extraordinary art making!
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Ages 4-7, 10am-12pm, $125
Pair with Art Around the World, combined cost $270
Pair with Animal Clay, combined cost $285
Harry Potter Clay Camp
Would you rather be at Hogwart’s? Join us for a magical week at Odyssey Clayworks! In this class we will
build mystical creatures, make our own magic wands and explore all things Harry Potter in clay. All work
will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days after camp is completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades 5-9, 10am-12pm, $160
Pair with Play On!, combined cost $405
Pair with Mixed Media Portraiture, combined cost $320
Figure Drawing and Painting
Throughout the week, campers will learn the basics of figure drawing starting from simplifying the
skeleton and observing major muscle groups that are critical to creating believable form! Campers will
use a variety of drawing media and techniques to develop their figure drawing skill and explore their
own unique figure drawing style.
Instructor: Heather Duffy
Grades 8-12, 10am-12pm, $160
Pair with Play On!, combined cost $405
Mixed Media Portraiture
Students will have a great time being expressive and making a variety of portrait themed artworks, both
human and animal, with a variety of media including watercolor, acrylic paint, oil pastel, and collage.
Students will also see & discuss a wide range of famous works from Cubist, Surrealist and Contemporary
Mixed Media artists.
Instructor: Heather Duffy
Grades 5-8, 1-3pm, $160
Pair with Harry Potter Clay, combined cost $320
Art Around the World Art Camp
Campers will have fun making cool multicultural creations as they learn more about the world around
them. Additionally, campers will create their own art inspired by artists Jacob Lawrence, Frida Kahlo,
Edgar Rivera, Yayoi Kusama, among others. During this camp they will grow in their knowledge of world
cultures as well as elements and principles of art.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145

Pair with Musical Theatre Workshop 1, combined cost $290
Pair with Art Extraordinaire, combined cost $270
Animal Clay Camp
Take a walk on the wild side and join us in creating sculptural and functional ceramic pieces inspired by
our favorite animals. We will hand build pots and transform thrown vessels by adding animal features.
All work will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days after camp is completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades K-5, 1-3pm, $160
Pair with Musical Theatre Workshop 1, combined cost $305
Pair with Art Extraordinaire, combined cost $285
Play On!
Over the course of the week students will create a plot, characters and conflict through the use of
improv exercises culminating in an original script performed at the end of the week.
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 7-12, 1-6pm, $245
Pair with Harry Potter Clay, combined cost $405
Pair with Figure Drawing & Painting, combined cost $405

Week 5, July 4-8
NO CAMPS

Week 6, July 11-15
So You Wanna Be An Actor! 2
Students will have the opportunity to learn the basics of acting while putting their new skills to use!
Spend time creating scenes, perfecting stage presence and other crucial acting skills.
Instructors: Elizabeth Bolls/Hannah Slayton
Grades 2-5, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre 2, combined cost $290
Pair with Fantasy Art, combined cost $290
Acting for the Camera
This acting class is ideal for performers with some theatrical acting experience who want to learn the
technical and emotional adjustments required for working in front of the camera. Students will learn
how to calibrate their performance to the camera, the differences between stage and film acting
techniques, film terminology, and set etiquette, as well as tips on self taping. Through mock auditions,
we’ll explore the technical and creative demands of auditioning for the camera, using sides from
commercials, film and tv.
Instructor: Natalie Fields
Grades 9-12, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Characters with a Twist, combined cost $290
DANCE Disney Prince and Princess Camp 2
Children will learn dance styles like Ballet, Jazz, Creative Dance, and Tumbling all while dancing to their

favorite Disney music! On their fantasy adventure we will celebrate their favorite characters, have a
sing-a-long dance party, play games, and create crafts Ballet and tap shoes are needed. Prince and
Princess attire is welcome! No experience necessary.
Instructor: Kara Howe
Ages 4-10, 9am-12pm, $150
Pair with Fantasy Art, combined cost $295
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre 2, combined cost $295
Mini Clay Creations Camp
Using colorful polymer clays students will enjoy sculpting lots of different objects including animals,
flowers, people, robots, architecture, as well as work their clay into mixed media art. Projects will
include: figures, magnets, jewelry, sculptures, and mixed media art.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson
Grades 1-5, 10am-12pm, $145
Pair with Fantasy Art, combined cost $290
Pair with Fairy Tale Theatre 2, combined cost $290
Make a Mark, Paint a Mural Art Camp
It isn't often that someone says, "Sure, you can paint on my wall." The Art Center has, so let's make the
most of it! Students will have the opportunity to learn what it takes to paint a mural that will be inside
the Art Center. They will learn everything from the tricks of sketching a large work on the wall, to
watching the colors come to life, to seeing the impact on the place and people around the mural.
Building teamwork through collaborative work while developing artistic skills will make this an
opportunity, students will not forget.
Instructor: Tammy Passafiume
Grades 6-10, 10am-12pm, $145
Pair with Characters with a Twist, combined cost $290
Characters with a Twist
During this one-week camp, students will demonstrate their ability to create a character by exploring
character development activities and exercises. Explore physical, vocal and physiological choices to
develop a performance that is believable, authentic, and relevant. Examine how character relationships
assist in telling the story of a drama work. Shape character choices using given circumstances in a drama
work. Respond to what is seen, felt, and heard in a drama work to develop criteria for artistic choices.
Investigate how cultural perspectives, community ideas and personal beliefs impact a drama work.
Instructor: Olivia Wolthoff
Grades 6-9, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with Make a Mark, Paint a Mural, combined cost $290
Pair with Acting for the Camera, combined cost $290
Fantasy Art Camp
Magical wands, dragons, fairies, and imagination! Come dressed in your fantasy costumes each day and
learn about sculpting, drawing, painting, and designing. Artists’ pieces will be inspired by their favorite
fantasy characters whether they be wizards, fairies, or mythical creatures. Fine art techniques are
interwoven with this hands-on magical summer art camp.
Instructor: Chandra Emerson

Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with So You Wanna Be an Actor 2, combined cost $290
Pair with Mini Clay Creations, combined cost $290
Pair with DANCE Disney Prince & Princess 2, combined cost $295
Fairy Tale Theatre Camp 2
This camp will offer your child the chance to play their favorite character in a fairy tale play that
promises lots of laughs and and maybe a lesson or two. They will learn the basics of theatre
performance while rehearsing a show to perform for family and friends on the last day of camp. When
you enroll your child, please let us know what fairy tale character they would like to play (ie. a villain or
hero like Maleficent or Cinderella; Jafar or Aladdin) The instructor will write a script incorporating all the
characters in a fairy tale mashup.
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 3-6, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with So You Wanna be an Actor 2, combined cost $290
Pair with Mini Clay Creations, combined cost $290
Pair with DANCE Disney Prince & Princess 2, combined cost $295

Week 7, July 18-22
OCSAC String Camp 2022
Students have the opportunity to grow in musical excellence under the role models of encouraging
performers and teachers within an energized community of fellow students learning together. This camp
offers instruction at every level in all orchestral strings, three levels of orchestra, multiple Fiddle
ensembles, advanced quartets, quintets, and other chamber ensembles as well, student and faculty
recitals, and feature classes including Aural skills and Music Theory.
Instructor: Sam Meade
Ages 5-18, 8:30-12:30pm, $135
Pair with Dolls & Action Figures Go To Camp, combined cost $280
Pair with Wheel Workshop, combined cost $295
Pair with Audition Bootcamp, combined cost $280
Pair with Exploring the World Through Music, combined cost $280
The Big Audition
Part master class in Stanislavsky’s method and part audition prep, this camp is perfect for actors
auditioning for BFA/BA programs, GSA, CAPPA, OCSAC productions, or professional theater bookings.
Students will receive in-depth, personal coaching on monologues, learn inside industry information, and
receive tips and tricks for all audition scenarios. With a BFA in acting from Carnegie Mellon and over 25
years of professional experience in NYC and LA, Natalie gives you unique insight into the qualities
theatre college programs are looking for in your audition package, and help highlight your individual
talent. Students will leave camp with an audition ready monologue (of their choice), a classical
monologue (selected for them by Natalie), instructions on formatting their resume to fit industry
standards, a tutorial on properly shooting headshots, directions on finding college and professional
auditions and agents, and fundamental acting techniques based in Stanislavsky. Students must have 1
memorized monologue for the first day of camp.

Instructor: Natalie Fields
Grades 9-12, 9am-12pm, $145
Jr. Potters 2
Cups and mugs, bowls and plates, pottery is loads of fun to create! Campers will grow in their
knowledge and skills with clay. Time will be given to hand building and the potter’s wheel. Campers will
create unique works of art that are functional and food safe. New and returning campers are welcome.
All work will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days after camp is completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades K-5, 10am-12pm, $160
Pair with Dolls & Action Figures Go to Camp, combined cost $305
Pair with Exploring the World Through Music, combined cost $305
Safari Art Camp
Spend time exploring the savannah through multiple art projects that will prepare you for wildlife
encounters. Campers will create all the gear they may need to go on a real safari adventure. They will
also make the creatures they may encounter along the way. So, if you have ever longed for a trip to
Africa to see animals in action but also love creating fun art project this will be the perfect camp for you.
Instructor: Sophie Luvisi
Ages 4-7, 10am-12pm, $125
Pair with Dolls & Action Figures Go To Camp, combined cost $270
Wheel Workshop
Come join us and learn the basics of the potter’s wheel, making functional ceramic pieces like cups,
plates, and bowls. Students will advance to additional wheel-thrown vessels as they learn each
technique. All work will be fired and ready for pick up at the Arts Center 7-14 days after camp is
completed.
Instructor: Jessica Guinn
Grades 6-12, 1-3pm, $160
Pair with OCSAC String Camp, combined cost $295
Dolls & Action Figures Go to Camp
Has your doll or action figure ever gone to camp? This will allow you and your doll to experience
camping through art this summer. You will make matching shirts, jewelry, doll sized canoes and other
items that make camping so much fun! This is the perfect option for your doll to experience the
outdoors through crafts.
Instructor: Sophie Luvisi
Grades 1-5, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with Jr. Potters 2, combined cost $305
Pair with OCSAC String Camp, combined cost $280
Pair with Safari Art, combined cost $270
Exploring the World through Music
Each day will focus on a different continent. Campers will make an instrument craft each day and play
musical games from different cultures.
Instructor: Stephanie Vander Zouwen
Grades 2-5, 1-3pm, $145

Pair with OCSAC String Camp, combined cost $280
Pair with Jr. Potters 2, combined cost $305
Audition Bootcamp
Students will learn audition techniques, how to project and support with proper diction, how to present
themselves in a professional manner, and how to relax and be themselves. Students will each be
prepared and coached on a monologue and song to use for the next audition! They will also learn some
basic musical theatre dance steps typically used in auditions.
Instructor: Elizabeth Bolls
Grades 6-9, 1-4pm, $145
Pair with OCSAC String Camp, combined camp $280

Week 8, July 25-29
Encanto – Show in a week
Students will tell the story of Encanto and the Family Madrigal through songs and dances from the
Disney movie. There will be a performance at the end of the week.
Instructor: Rachel Strader & Sabrina Sieg
Grades 6-9, 9am-4pm, $245
Stage Makeup
An introduction to theatrical makeup design and application techniques, including: highlight, shadow,
blending, old age makeup, historical makeup, scars, bruising, abrasions, and fantasy, culminating with a
distinct character makeup of your choice from any play or film. Liquid latex will be used in this camp.
Please specify if you have a latex allergy. Students must purchase a Ben Nye Theatrical Creme Kit, and
bring it with them on the first day of camp. The Ben Nye kit is the most popular and practical kit
available in the theatrical market place, retailing for $68.00. These kits have a versatile assortment of
products that students will need in class as well as professionally. To buy these items separately, would
cost well over $125. This kit will last for years and over many productions if properly cared for. The kit
includes: Creme Foundation, Creme Contour Wheel, Bruise & Abrasions Wheel, Creme Highlight,
Character Shadow, White Creme Color, Powder Cheek Rouge, Lip Pencil, Brown Eyebrow Pencil, Black
Eye Pencil, Liquid Latex, Nose & Scar Wax, Liquid Hair Color, Translucent Face Powder, Spirit Gum
Adhesive, Spirit Gum Remover, Dark Blood, Rouge Brush, Velour Powder Puff, Sponge Applicator, Stipple
Sponge, Flat Brush, Flat Brush, Eyebrow/Lash Comb, Swab Applicators
To order your kit, please copy and paste the link to either of the following websites and select a
foundation color to best match your skin tone: https://stagemakeuponline.com/products/ben-nyetheatrical-creme-makeup-kithttps://camerareadycosmetics.com/products/ben-nye-theatrical-crememakeup-kit
We also recommend bringing the following items to camp: A towel or washcloth, a headband, scarf, or
hair tie to keep hair out of your face, baby wipes or your favorite product for makeup removal, clothes
that can get makeup on them.
Instructor: Natalie Fields
Grades 9-12, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Show in a Week 2, combined cost $390

Musical Theatre Workshop 2
This beginning level musical theatre class focuses on teaching the three basics for the musical theatre
actor - singing, dancing and acting. Students will have the opportunity to learn musical theatre pieces
with choreography and scene work from some of the great musicals.
Instructor: Hannah Slayton
Grades 3-5, 9am-12pm, $145
Pair with Build and Escape Room, combined cost $290
Music Detectives Camp
Campers will learn basic music reading and rhythm concepts through solving clues and puzzles in this
detective themed camp.
Instructor: Stephanie Vander Zouwen
Grades K-3, 10am-12pm, $145
Build an Escape Room Camp
Campers will work as a group to create a backstory for their escape room and then create clues and
puzzles that would need to be solved in order to "escape" the room. Parents and families will have a
chance to try to escape the room the campers created on the last day of camp.
Instructor: Stephanie Vander Zouwen
Grades 5-8, 1-3pm, $145
Pair with Musical Theatre Workshop 2, combined cost $290
Show in a Week: Whodunnit Mystery Theatre Camp 2
Everyone loves solving a good ol’ whodunnit! This camp takes what normally is accomplished over two
months and condenses it into one action packed week! We will use class time to cast, block and
rehearse the show, which will be performed at the end of the week. You don’t want to miss your chance
to be a crime solver...or a villain!
Instructor: Makayla Staudenheimer
Grades 8-12, 1pm- 6pm, $245
Pair with Stage Makeup, combined cost $390

